BUISNESS COMPETENCIES FOR HR
Army Institute of Management & Technology had organized a Guest Lecture on
26th of February at 15:30 hours in the seminar hall . The speaker for the lecture
was Mr Rakesh Seth , Director International Consulting Professional Institute
and Director & Chief HR mentor with REEOSYYS with more than 30 years of
experience in the field of practicing HR, Consulting, Training, Facilitating,
Teaching and Speaking at various platforms in India and Overseas.
Dr. Shruti Gupta, Deputy Director of Army Institute of Management and
Technology felicitated the honorable Guest Lecturer Mr. Rakesh Seth. Manisha
Sharma and Yash Bhadoria, students of MBA 1st year introduced the speaker to
the audience.
In his lecture, Mr. Seth started on a very eloquent note and addressed the
students about the new age Business Competencies for HR. He made the session
very interactive with his lithe way of presentation by giving examples of real life
personalities like Indra Nooyi, CEO of PepsiCo and very deftly also added the
example of Satya Nadela, CEO of Microsoft . He shared their stimulating success
stories of how they changed themselves with time to learn better. He very
gracefully also taught the audience the real parameters needed to attain
success by explaining the intonation of operating beyond the comfort zone i.e.
Stepping out of the comfort zone in order to grow.
Provided a gist on the actual meaning of vision, mission and values by stating
the example of Nirav modi. An enthralling presentation was delivered where he
imparted the students with the domain knowledge required in HR and
marketing. The presentation also explained the two P’s and four different types
of leaderships. The Guest Lecture came to an end with Mr. Seth briefing the
audiences about the power of Tech Savvy Generation. Utilization of whatever
opportunity life provides an individual and making the best of it.
The session ended with students asking queries related to corporate excellence,
standing against fears like being an introvert, qualities needed to be a suitable
HR with augmentation of proper knowledge.
MBA 2017 batch student, Yash presented the vote of thanks to our lecturer.
Overall it was a brilliant session where the students were fostered. Their minds

were stimulated with positivity and a more focused approach towards Business
Competencies For Hr.

